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The purpose of this paper is to investigate certain generalized limits of functions, 
overlapping the" topological limit which is in many cases too restrictive. The most 
natural and general of them is the approximative limit. 
The generalized limits are useful in the study of traces of functions from various 
spaces of non-continuous functions. 
We use the following notation: 
R — the field of real numbers 
C — the field of complex numbers 
Rd — the euclidean coordinate space of dimension d e { l , 2, . . .} with the norm 
denoted by |*||, 
Kh(£) - the set of all r\ e R
d such that fliy - {J < h for arbitrary ^ e R d a n d / i e R, 
fi — the Lebesgue measure on Rd, 
Mt -» M2 — the set of all mappings of a set Mt into the set M2. 
Let us mention that we can always understand measurable (set or function) as 
Borel measurable. 
Lemma. Let Q £ Rd be measurable. For every £ e Rd and for every sequence 
Mk £ R
d, fce{l, 2 , . . . } , such that 
(a) ii(Kh(£) nQ)> 0 for every h > 0, 
(P) the set Mk is a measurable subset of Q for every k e {1, 2 , . . . } , 
(y) fi(Kh(£) n Mk)lii(Kh(£) n Q) - 1 (h - 0+) for every k e {1, 2 , . . . } , 
there exist a set M £ Rd and a real sequence qk, k e {1, 2 , . . . } , such that 
(a) the set M is a measurable subset of Q, 
(b) n(Kh(Z) n M)//.(K„(£) n f l ) - > l ( i - 0+), 
(c) qk > 0 for every k e {1, 2 , . . . } , 
(d) K j { ) nM<=Mk for every k e {1, 2 , . . .} . 
Proof. Let us fix a € e R* and a sequence Mk £ R
d, k e {1, 2 , . . . } , such that the 
conditions (a)—(y) hold. 
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For the sake of brevity, we write 
(1) Kh = Kh(£) nQ for h e R . 
In view of (1), we can reformulate the conditions (rx) — (y) in the form 
(2) ju(Kh) > 0 for every h > 0, 
(3) the set Mk is a measurable subset of Q for every fc e {1, 2,...} , 
(4) >i(Kh n Mk)lfi(Kh) -+ 1 (h -+ 0+) for every fc e {1, 2,...} . 
We see from (3) and (4) that 
(5) fi(Kh\Mk)lfi(Kh)-+0(h-+0+) for every ke{l,2,...}. 
Let us now put 
k 
(6) Mk* = C\Mk for every k e {1, 2,...} . 
I=i 
It is immediate from (6) that 
(7) M* c Mfc for every k e {1, 2,...} , 
(8) M*+! <= M* for every k e {1, 2, ...} . 
By (2) and (6), we have 
(9) the set M* is measurable for every k e {1, 2,...} . 
It follows from (1) and (6) that 
fc fc 
(10) Kh\M% = Kh\()Mj<=(J(Kh\Mj) forevery heR 
y = i y = i 
and ke{l, 2, . . . } . 
Then we get from (l), (3), (9) and (10) that 
fc 
(11) ^(K^ \ M*) ^ £ pi(Kh \ Mj) for every h e R and & e {1, 2,...} . 
1=i 
An immediate consequence of (5) and (11) is 
(12) n(Kh \ M$)jii(Kh) -> 0 (h -» 0+) for every k e {1, 2,...} . 
It is easy to see from (12) that we can fix a real sequence -7fc> ke {1, 2,. . .}, such 
that 
(13) a, > 0 for every k e {1, 2,...} , 
(14) qit+1 ^ qk for every fc e {1, 2, ...} , 
(15) n(Kh\M*k)lfi(Kh)£llk
2 
for every h > 0 and fc 6 {1, 2,...} such that 0 < h <, qk • 
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Let us now put 
(16) M = U(K 4 k vK, j t t i )nM*. 
* = 1 
It is immediate from (1), (9) and (16) that 
(17) the set M is measurable. 
Further, we see from (3), (7) and (16) that 
(18) M <={JMk£Q. 
k=i 
Let us now recall that (14) implies 
(19) K , t n ( K ^ K j = 0 
for every fee {2, 3,...} and je {1, 2,.. . , k - 1} . 
It follows from (7), (8), (16) and (19) that 
(20) KqknM = K „ n U ( K „ N K „ t I ) n M ; = 
y = l 
= U K , n ( K ^ K , J t , ) n M ; = 
= U K 9 f c n ( K ţ Л K í y t l ) n M ; £ 
j=k 
c= U M* = M* c Mk 
for every k e {1, 2,...} . 
Further, we see from (14) that 
(21) K,k = U(K„\K„ + 1 ) for every /ce{l ,2 , . . .} . 
1=* 
Considering h > 0 and k e {1, 2, ...} such that h ^ ^ , we get by use of (21) that 
(22) K A \M = K A N ( U ( K , \ K , + 1 ) O M ; ) C 
7 = 1 
c K A N ( U ( K 9 i \ K ? J + 1 ) n M ; ) c 
c K , x ( U ( K ? i N K 9 j H ) n M ; ) = 
= U(V^/J-(U(VK.J^)£ 
J=fc j = * 
S U ( ( K , N V > ( K ^ V , ) ^ ; I = 
y = * 
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= U ((K,. \ K„ t , ) \ Mj) S U (K,. \ Mj) 
; = * y = * 
for every /j > 0 and fc e {1, 2,...} such that h ^ qt. 
It is immediate from (22) that 
(23) K»\M = Kh n (KA\M) <= 
£ K t n U ( K , ( \ M ; ) = 
= UK»n(K i J \M;)<= 
./=* 
£ U K , n K 4 j \ M * 
j = k 
for every h > 0 and fc e {1, 2,...} such that h ^ qk. 
On the other hand, we get from (15) that 
(24) »(Kh n K4J \ Mj) = ^ . ^ \ Mj) rg 
^ -5 MK») 
J 
for every h > 0 and I e {1, 2, . . .}. 
Let us now fix a function k(e), e > 0, k(e) 6 {1, 2,. . .}, such that 
00 J 
(25) £ "1 = e f o r evefy £ > 0 -
J = k(e) j 
We get from (23), (24) and (25) that 
(26) l | ( ^ _ s 1 4 (J K f c n K ^ M ^ 
/*(K») MK») •/=-«» 
fi(Kh)j = k(e) J = k(B)T 
for every e > 0 and 0 < h ^ qk(g). 
But (13) and (26) immediately give 
(27) fi(Kh N M)lfi(Kh) - 0 (/i - 0 + ) . 
By (2), (18) and (27) we have 
(28) n(Kh n M)ln(Kh) - 1 (* -> 0+) . 
The conclusion of Lemma is now immediate from (l), (13), (17), (18), (20) and (28). 
Remark 1. The reasoning in the proof of Lemma is due to Denjoy [l] , p. 167. 
Cf. also [3], p. 288. 
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Remark 2. The above lemma is of some independent interest and has many 
applications. Moreover, this formal result brings significant clarification into many 
proofs. For these reasons, we presented this lemma as an independent item. 
Proposition 1. Let Q £ Rd be measurable and feQ-*C. If the function f is 
measurable, then for every £ e Rd such that fi(Kh(£) n Q) > 0 for h > 0 and for 
every z e C the following statements (A) and (B) are equivalent: 
(A) there exists a measurable set M £ Q such that f(q) -> z (r\ -> £, rj e M), 
li(Kh(Z) n M)MK»(c!) n fi) - 1 (h - 0+) , 
(B) there exists a sequence of sets Sk ^ R
d, ke {1, 2, . . . } , and a real sequence rk, 
fce{l, 2 , . . . } , such that 
(i) rk > 0 / o r every fc e (1, 2, . . . } , 
(ii) rfc -* 0 (fc -> OO), 
(iii) Sk cfrfie Q, (\f(rj) - z\ g r,} / o r every fc e {1, 2, ...J, 
(iv) for every fce{l, 2,. . .} and every measurable set Sk c Q such that 
Sk ^. Sk, we have 
itMt)n 3k)lriMZ) n a) - l (* -> o+). 
Proof. (A) => (B): It suffices to put, for fc e {1, 2 , . . . } : 
S* = { ^ e M , | / ( , ) - z\ ^ 1/fc} , 
r, = 1/fc . 
Then the properties (B) (i) — (iv) are immediate from (A) by virtue of the presumed 
measurability o f / 
(B) => (A): Let us first fix sequences Sk,rk, fce{l, 2 , . . . } , with properties (B) 
(i)-(iv). 
Further, we put 
(1) Mk = {n:n EQ, \f(n) - z| :g rfc} for fce{l,2,...}. 
It is immediate from (1) by virtue of the presumed measurability o f / t ha t 
(2) the set Mk is measurable for every fc e {1, 2 , . . . } . 
Further, we see from (1) that 
(3) Mk^Q for every fc e {1, 2,. . .} . 
Finally, we get from (iii), (iv), (1) and (2) that 
(4) fi(Kh(i) n Mk)lii(Kh(Cj nQ)-+l(h-+ 0+) for every fc e {1, 2,...} . 
Since fi(Kh(£) n Q) > 0 for every h > 0, we see from (2), (3) and (4) that Lemma 
can be applied. Hence we fix a set M c Rd and a real sequence qk, fce {1, 2, . . . } , 
such that 
(5) the conditions (a) — (d) from Lemma are fulfilled. 
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By (3) and (5) sub (a), we have 
(6) the set M is a measurable subset of Q. 
Further, it follows from (1) and (5) sub (d) that 
(7) \f(tj) - z\^rk for every fe e {1, 2, . . .} and >/ e K,k n M . 
Now we conclude from (i), (ii), (5) sub(c) and (7) that 
(8) / 0 f ) - * 0 f - > £ , rjeM). 
The statement (A) follows from (5) sub(b), (6) and (8). 
Remark 3. The property (A) from Proposition 1 describes the notion usually 
called the approximative limit. 
More precisely, let Q ^ R* be measurable, fe Q -> C, £ e Rd and z eC. We say 
that the function f has the approximative limit z at the point £ if fi(Kh(€) n Q) > 0 
for h > 0 and the condition (A) holds. 
Cf. also [2] and [6]. 
Remark 4. Proposition 1 is a slight modification of a classical result of Denjoy 
[1], p. 167. 
Theorem. Let Q £ Rd be measurable andfe Q -> C. If the function f is boundedly 
integrable over Q (integrable over bounded measurable subsets of Q), then for 
every £eR* such that fi(Kh(%) n Q) > 0 for h > 0 and for every zeC, the fol-
lowing statements (A) and (B) are equivalent: 
(A) (I) there exists a measurable set M £ Q such that f(rj) -> z (q -• £, i\ e M), 
Ai(K*(£) n M)//x(K,(^) n f l ) - l ( ^ 0 + ) , 
(II) for every measurable set Q £ Q such that 
/i(K„(£) n Q)MK»(«) n fl) -> 0 (ft -» 0+) , 
we have 
_ j L _ r i/(,)|d,-o(fc--»o+). 
MK / . (£) n°) JKh(«nQ 
- _ A _ _ f |/(„) - z| d , - o (h ->o+). 
/i(K,,(£) n £2) JKh(«no 
(B) 
Proof. (A) => (B): Let us first fix a measurable s e t M c f l satisfying (A) (I). 
We then get from (A) (I) that 
( 1 ) fvfA o^ f W*) - Zl *« - ° (* •" °+ ) • 
Let us now denote 
(2) Q = Q\M. 
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By (A) (I), it is clear from (2) that 
(3) n(Kh(^) n QMKh(i) n O) -> 0 (* -> 0+) . 
In view of (3), we obtain from (A) (II) that 
( 4 ) (K(Ar.O\ \ ^ d " - 0 ( * "* 0 + ) • 
n(Kh(Z)nQ) JKh(i)nQ 
It is immediate that 
(5) ( V ( l ^ [ W*) - -I *i = 
— — i f |/(i,)[ di, + |-| / u ( K ^ ) n g ) for every h > 0 . 
It follows from (3), (4) and (5) that 
(6) n(K(l\r,Q\ f IAV) " *f dlf-» 0 (* -> 0 + ) . 
MK*(€Jn n) jKh(«)nQ 
Summing up (1) and (6), we immediately obtain (B) by virtue of (3). 
(B) => (A): We begin with 
(B) => (A) (I): Let us first define 
(7) Mk = {t,: ti e Q, \f(n) - z\ ^ 1/fe} for k e {1, 2,...} . 
It is clear from (7) that 
(8) the set Mk is a measurable subset of Q for every k e {1, 2, . . .}. 
Now we need to prove that 
(9) rfK&) n Aft)M--»({) n fl) -> 1 (* -> 0+) for every fc e {1, 2,...} . 
To this aim, let us proceed indirectly and suppose that (9) does not hold. 
Then we can fix a fee {1, 2,. . .}, an e > 0 and a real sequence hr, re {1, 2,. . .}, 
such that 
(10) hr -* 0+ (r -> oo) , 
(11) ri(Khr(S)nMk)lri(Khr(Z)nQ)£l-e for every re {1,2, . . .} . 
We get from (7), (8) and (11) that 




i — f |/(,) - z\ dчž 
ţ) ^ Q) } Лnü\Mk 
џ(Khr(£,)ъQ)k 
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1 i„(K^)nßNM t) = 
_ lujKjfi) nQ\Mk) = 
k / i ( K j 0 r . í . ) 
U t (i{Khr(S)nMk)\_ e 
kV dKJi)r\Q)J k 
for every r e {1, 2,...} (where _4 == Khr(<!;)). 
Because fee {1, 2,...} and e < 0, we see that (10) and (12) contradict (B) and this 
proves (9). 
Taking the assumption fi(Kh(C) n Q) > 0 for h > 0 into account, we see from (8) 
and (9) that we can apply Lemma and consequently, we fix a set M £ R* and a real 
sequence qk9 k e {1, 2, . . .}, such that 
(13) M is a measurable subset of Q9 
(14) tfKJlt) n M)lfi(Kh(^) n O) -> 1 (fc - 0+) , 
(15) qk > 0 for every fc e {1, 2,...} , 
(16) K j£ ) nM c Mfc for every fe € {1, 2,...} . 
Now we need to prove that 
(17) /(f?) - *(if - & fjeM). 
Indeed, let e > 0. We fix a fee {1, 2, ...} such that 1/fe g e. Then by (7), 
\f(rj) — z\ £ e for every // e Mk. By (16), we get that \f(rj) - z\ ^ e for every rjeM 
such that |»f - f || < qk. Since qfc > 0 by (15), the statement (17) is proved. 
The desired statement (A) (I) is contained in (13), (14) and (17). 
We continue by 
(B) => (A) (II): To this aim, let us fix a measurable set Q £ Q such that 
(18) /x(K^) n QMKJit) n f i ) - 0 ( ^ 0 + ) . 
On the other hand, we can write 
= " 7 F 7 ^ v f Wn) - - +-14i s 
n{Kh{$)nQ) Jw)r,Q 
z I f !/(„) - -id, + |z|MMDnei < 
< i5(^íMW,
w' )-I*' + wS^I 
for every h > 0. 
The statement (A) (II) is now an immediate consequence of (18) and (19) if we 
use (B). 
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Remark 5. The property (A) (tl) from Theorem seems not to be considered earlier. 
It describes a certain moderation of the function / at the point f. 
More precisely, let Q £ Rd be measurable, let / e Q -*• C be boundedly integrable 
and % e Rd. We will say that the function / is moderated at the point £ if ii(Kh(£) n 
n Q) > 0 for h > 0 and the condition (A) (II) holds. 
Remark 6. The property (B) from Theorem seems to have no name even if 
a special case appears often in literature with Q open, f e Q and z = /(f) when one 
speaks of the Lebesgue point f of the function / . One possible term for the property 
(B) is the limit in the absolute mean. 
More precisely, let ficR^be measurable, l e t / e Q -> C be boundedly integrable, 
<J e Rd and z e C . We will say that the function/ has the limit in the absolute mean z 
at the point f if fi(Kh(£) n .Q) > 0 for h > 0 and the condition (B) holds. 
Remark 7. Let i . c R j b e open. It is immediate that every measurable essentially 
bounded function is moderated at every point of Q which proves one essentially 
known result that every measurable essentially bounded function has the limit in 
the absolute mean at every point of H at which it has the approximative limit (and 
naturally both these limits coincide). 
Remark 8. Let Q £ Rd be open and l e t / e Q -> C be boundedly integrable. It is 
easy to show that the upper and lower boundedness of a real function / at a point 
f e Q (in the sense of [4], p. 263) implies that the function / is moderated at the 
point f, which proves another essentially known result (see [4], p. 264): if the 
function / has the approximative limit z at the point £ and if it is upper and lower 
bounded at this point, then it has the same limit in the absolute mean at this point. 
Proposition 2. The conditions (A) (I) and (A) (II) of Theorem are independent 
in the framework of functions boundedly integrable over Q. 
Consequently, the implication (A)(I)=>(B) is not generally true for functions 
boundedly integrable over Q. 
Proof by example. Let Q = (0, 1), /(<*) = 2r for £ e (l/2r - l/22r, l/2r) and r e 
€ {1, 2,. . .}, and/(f) = 0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that the function / is integrable over Q. 
We easily verify that the function / satisfies the condition (A) (I) with f = 0 and 
z = 0 if we choose 
M = (0, 1) \ U ( l / 2 r - l/22r, l/2r). 
r -=l 
It remains to prove that the function / does not satisfy the condition (A) (II) for 
CO 
<J = 0. To this aim, it suffices to take Q = (J (l/2r - l/22r, l/2r) and use the evident 
fact that 2r J0
/2r -> 2(r -> oo) . r = l 
Remark 9. The example in the proof of Proposition 2 was adapted from [3], 
p. 291, footnote 30. 
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Proposition 3. Let Q _= Rd be measurable and feQ-+C. If the function f is 
boundedly integrable over Q, then for every £ e Rd such that ii(Kh(£) n .0) > 0 
for h > 0 and for every z eC , the following statements (A) and (B) are equivalent: 
- ? — - f | / ( Ч ) _ г | dц -> 0 (Л -> 0 + ) . 
, 0 n ß ) JкнrønЯ 
(A) 
(B) for every sequence of measurable sets Zk _: R
d, ke{l, 2, ...}, for 
which there exists a real sequence hk, ke {1, 2, ...}, such that 
(i) hk > 0 /Or every k e {1, 2,...} , 
(ii) hk -> 0 (k -* oo) , 
(iii) Zk s K J f ) n _> for every k e {1, 2,...} , 
(iv) inf _ i ^ L _ > 0 f 
ke{i,2,...}Ju(K/Jk(^)nO) 
we have 
— Г /(//) di; - z (fc -> co) . 
\Ĺk) J zk K
zk 
Proof. (A) => (B): Let Zk _= R
d, k e {1, 2,...}, be a sequence of measurable sets 
for which we can fix a real sequence hk9 ke{l, 2, ...}, such that the conditions 
(B)(i) —(iv) are satisfied. 
Then we get from (A) using the properties (B) (i) —(iv) that 
y>*-
1/00 -z\ánž i 
AZk)jZk 
_ f _ E _ _ J _ _ - _ - i f f/(,)-z|d,< 
- n(Zk) n(Khk(0nQ)}zJ
JW ' ' -
~ »(Zk) / a ( K j { ) n O ) J , n n
| y W ' ^ ' 
(where A = Kj£)) , 
which proves (B). 
(B) =t* (A): It is easy to see that without loss of generality, we can suppose/ and z 
real. 
Let us first consider an arbitrary sequence hk, k e {1, 2,. . .}, such that 
(1) hk > 0 for every k e {1, 2,...} , 
(2) hk^0 ( fc -oo) . 
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We first have to prove that 
( 3 ) t* <\\ n\ \ I A v ) - - l * f - 0 (* ->co) . 
KKhk(O
nQ)jAna 
To this aim, let us define 
(4) Zk = {ii:tieK>k(t)nQ9f(t,)Zz} for ke{l,2,...}. 
It is clear from (4) that 
(5) Zk is a measurable subset of Q for every k e {1, 2, . . .}. 
(6) Zk c K j{ ) n G for every fc e {1, 2,...} . 
It follows from (6) that 
(7) for every sequence k(i), i e{ l , 2,. . .}, k(i) e {1, 2,. . .}, such that 
A(l) -+ oo (i -» co), we can find a subsequence U(i) such that the sequence 
, ^Z*<°) , i e {1, 2,...} , is convergent. 
Let us first consider one possible case of (7), i.e. 
(7) lim lfei)) = 0 . 
. - . . / . ( K ^ f l n O ) 
From (6) and (7') we immediately get 
,^« ^ K ^ f l n f i ) 
In view of (l), (2), (5), (6) and (8) we conclude from (B) that 
( 9 ) (it <A n r \ \ ( / W - z ) d . 7 - 0 (i - oo), 
MK*£(0(f)
 n fl N Z*(o) Jfln°\zS(0 
(where B = K ^ t f ) ) . 
Now (8) and (9) imply 
(10) /v 1 ^ o l f (ACr) - - ) <-T - 0 0 - oo) . 
MK*i(t)(w
 n fl) JBnfl\zt(o 
On the other hand, we easily see that in view of (l), (2) and (7), (B) implies 
(11) /-r <A n\ f ( A » ) - - ) * » - 0 (*-> oo). 
!x(K*iE(o^)
ni2)«'^D 
Combining (10) and (11), we get 
(12) ftr <A o\ f (/W " z) ̂  - 0 (/-> oo). 
MK*i ( 0(f)
n Q) •/-«.> 
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By (4), (6) and (12), we get 
<13) (jt l\ n\ f maX ^ ' ) " Z' ° ) d / / " ° (' - °°) 
K K *- ( 0 (O
n f l ) J*n i l 
if the assumption (7') holds. 
Let us now consider the second possible case of (7), i.e. 
(7") lim -fef i) > 0 . 
In view of (1), (2), (5), (6) and (7") we conclude from (B) that 
(14) - J — f (/( ,) - z) di, -> 0 (i - oo) . 
MZ-WJzS(0 
Now it is immediate from (7") and (14) that 
<15) (V ) * n\l ( fW--)d , ->0( f ->co) . 
/ A ^ i e ^ ) 0 0 ) Jz*(0 
By (4), (6) and (15) we can write 
<16) r - )P\ n\ f max ^ ) ~ z' ° ) d " •* ° (f - °°) 
MK*iE(0^)
 n ° ) J irna 
if the assumption (7") holds. 
We conclude from (7), (7'), (7"), (13) and (16) that 
(17) for every sequence fe(f), f e {1, 2,. . .}, k(i) e {1, 2,. . .}, such that 
k(i) -> oo (f -> oo), we can find a subsequence k(i) such that 
- 7 - — 7 - r - ~ - I m a x Cf(l) - -, 0) dij -* 0 (f -> oo) . 
f t ( K / . I ( i ) ( ^ )
n 0 ) Jfinfl 
An immediate consequence of (17) is 
<18) (V l \ n\ \
 fflaX ^ ) " -. 0) di, - 0 (fc - oo) . 
n(Khk(Z) n Q) J A „ a 
Now, since the real sequence A*, fc 6 {1, 2 , . . .} , satisfying (l) and (2) was arbitrary, 
we get from (18) that 
<19) (V(l\ n\ f
 m a X W " *> 0) d, - 0 (A - 0+) . 
MK*(^)n°) J^OnO 
In a completely similar way, we get 
(2°) (v(l\ n\ \
 m a X <Z ~ f^> 0) d, -> 0 (A -> 0+) . 
K K » ( ^ ) n ° ) jKh«)nft 
Since max (/(,) — z, 0) 4- max (z — / ( , ) , 0) = \f(r\) — z| for every r\ e fl, we see 
that (19) and (20) give (A). 
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Remark 10. As to the property (B) in Proposition 3, compare also the notion of 
regular derivative in [3], 17.4, which essentially originates from Lebesgue. 
Remark 11. Let Q ^ Rd be measurable, fe Q -> C boundedly integrable, £eRd 
and z e C . We say that the function/has the limit in the mean z at the point £ if 
Ji(Kh(£) n Q) > 0 for h > 0 and 
L—-f /(^)d^2(h->o+) 
^ ( K ^ ) n Q ) 
Remark 12. The limit in the mean is generally incomparable with the approxi-
mative limit in the framework of boundedly integrable functions, i.e. the existence 
of the limit in the mean does not imply the existence of approximative limit and 
conversely. (Use the following example: Q = (— 1, 1), f(tj) = — 1 for rj e(— 1, 0), 
/ (0) = 09f(rj) = 1 for t\ G (0, 1) for the first statement and the example from Proposi-
tion 2 for the second statement.) 
Remark 13. The above introduced notions of limits (approximative, in the 
absolute mean, in the mean) of functions are particularly important in the definition 
of traces of functions on the boundary, especially for functions from Sobolev and 
related spaces where the topological limit is too restrictive. 
In this sense, the approximative limit was used in [8], p. 284, the limit in the ab-
solute mean in [7], p. 192 and the limit in the mean in [5], p. 281. 
We know from previous results that the limit in the absolute mean can always 
be replaced by the approximative limit. 
As to the limit in the mean used by Burago and Mazja in [5], we will show in 
a subsequent paper that this limit can also be replaced by the approximative limit 
in the framework of the assumptions frequently introduced in Burago-Mazja's 
theory. 
Remark 14. The results of this paper remain valid also for the more general 
situation when the set D and the Lebesgue measure ft on Q are replaced by a general 
measure space (X, Z, A), and the system Kh(£) n Q (or better Kh(£) n Q), £e Q, 
h > 0, is replaced by appropriate filters associated to points { e Q (filter differen-
tiation basis). See e.g. [4], p. 162, 203 and elsewhere. 
The above proofs require only some natural modifications. 
Comment. The implication (B) => (A)(1) in Theorem is known, usually in the 
form of continuity, i.e. z = / ( £ ) . See e.g. [3], § 18. Our proof seems considerably 
simpler and more transparent thanks to the use of Lemma. 
The condition (A) (II) in Theorem seems new and solves the problem of an ad-
ditional condition necessary and sufficient for the approximative limit to be the limit 
in the absolute mean for boundedly integrable function. 
Proposition 2 seems also new, at least we were not able to find it in the literature. 
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